Quality Robust Mixtures of Deep Neural Networks.
We study deep neural networks for classification of images with quality distortions. Deep network performance on poor quality images can be greatly improved if the network is fine-tuned with distorted data. However, it is difficult for a single fine-tuned network to perform well across multiple distortion types. We propose a mixture of experts based ensemble method, MixQualNet, that is robust to multiple different types of distortions. The "experts" in our model are trained on a particular type of distortion. The output of the model is a weighted sum of the expert models, where the weights are determined by a separate gating network. The gating network is trained to predict weights for a particular distortion type and level. During testing, the network is blind to the distortion level and type, yet can still assign appropriate weights to the expert models. In order to reduce the computational complexity, we introduce weight sharing into the MixQualNet. We utilize the TreeNet weight sharing architecture as well as introduce the Inverted TreeNet architecture. While both weight sharing architectures reduce memory requirements, our proposed Inverted TreeNet also achieves improved accuracy.